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About This Game

Slice them, burn them, skewer them, and launch them - no matter how you get it done, orcs must die in this fantasy action-
strategy game from Robot Entertainment.

As a powerful War Mage with dozens of deadly weapons, spells, and traps at your fingertips, defend twenty-four fortresses from
a rampaging mob of beastly enemies, including ogres, hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs. Battle your enemies

through a story-based campaign across multiple difficulty levels, including brutal Nightmare mode!

Will you roast orcs in pits of lava, pound them flat with a ceiling trap, or freeze and shatter them with a slash? No matter the
weapons and traps you choose, you’re sure to have an orc-killing blast!

Key Features

24 Fortresses to Defend – Twisting passages, tall towers, and wide-open chambers all need a war mage to protect them

6 Orc-Killing Weapons and Spells – From crossbow and bladestaff to the magical power of the elements

19 Deadly Traps and Fierce Minions – Choose from a wide variety of traps including arrow walls, spike traps,
spinning blades, and flaming brimstone or call in allies to assist you in the destruction of the orc horde
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11 Unique Enemies – Including ogres, flying hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs

Story-based Campaign – Fend off orcs across three acts to discover the mysterious power behind their relentless
assaults

Persistent Upgrades – Unlock improved traps as you progress through the campaign

Extensive Replayability – “Nightmare Mode” and a skull ranking system provide extended play

Scoring System and Leaderboard – Compete with your friends for the title of Best Orc Killer!
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Its a good game. great idea. its just a shame the updates take so long and they don't seem to be sorting out current bugs and
glitchy game play.

If you can put up with the constant 2 steps forward and 10 steps back as you run from place to place and the really long loading
windows before, during and after game play then you will love this game. I myself am a bit sick of the long waiting around and
therefore i am taking a brake from fear the night. i do hope when i return at some point all my issues with this game will be
fixed or at least set to a more bearable level of game play.. Love the game!!!!!! Best WWII game out there that I have found in
along time.. You would think that the terrible graphics this game has it would run well on anything but nope, my i5 doesnt run it
so can not play with the wife since our second computer was just that, had if i was lucky 35fps . 60fps would be nice but for
those graphics the buffering was absolutely terrible . look at the graphics man . i fell threw the world in the first 10 minutes and
got a refund lmao terrible .

note: the other 20 minutes i spent trying understand why you would put a game out that doesnt even have the ground finished
enough to stand on? and laughing at my stuck body ... there was lots of that. Took me a while to get a grip on the game
mechanic, but with a solid tutorial that shows you what to do and how to do it, its a game i would happily play again.. Music is
good, but graphics not! English translation is bad!

Is this game for robots, only, who have reflexes like ... robots? This is not suited for me.. If Ninja Giaden was a platformer I'd
imagine it'd look and feel something like this.

Fun, addictive, and enjoyable.

Also Ribbed for pleasure.. Feels like it's been made for Mobile in mind, kinda weird playing with Keyboard and Mouse, it takes
a while to get used to, even with the tutorial.

Anyway, the minigames are fun, and if you like sidescroller SHMUPs, you may like it even with the tweaks to the formula. The
cutscenes at the beginning remind me of the North Guard from Game of Thrones, they gave me a Raven feeling

Overall, I think there aren't enough animations, like when you take out the fairy shield to break the rocks, I think about 3 frames
of the heroine going back and the fairy appearing would be nice, and also the static background looks kinda "blocky", but if you
can get pass some of the aspects from the game that can be improved, it is enjoyable, and quite hard at first for those looking
for a challenge. ITs really fun, and great plus anything can happen at the last second, coming from someone who was first the
whole game and the last round ended up in last.
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Great look. Great idea. But completely unplayable. Market is right next to berry producer and berry producer won't work
because their inventory is filled. A warehouse down the street is also full. But market is empty and people are starving. I really
want to like this game but its basically unplayable. Hopefully they get this basic stuff fixed before they go and add more cool
stuff because if you can't feed your people whats the point.. I didnt see controller support anywhere for this game ... its okay I
probably wouldnt have got it if I knew I had to lean over and use keyboard , graphics look nice and decent nothing amazing but
suffice and game play is slightly addictive all up a solid 7\/10 , but I wish the devs would make it so I can use my xbox controller
but hey for the price its playable and decent.. This game is so realistic that you need to remember a 4 digit driver ID to turn the
bus on... after pressing 13 diffrent keys to get it running, you realise you could of spent the money on better things like (Sad to
say this) Dota 2 cosmetics.. I feel so torn with this game. i was yanking my hair out trying to beat almost every level, While it
has great music and interesting backgrounds that rhythmically went with the tunes, Its very challenging. One of the hardest
games i think i've ever played. I've never been so happy to unlock achievements than i have with this one. I only suggest if
you're a masochist. Seriously though, it was more work than i really wanted to put in. Because im so butthurt that its too extreme
for me i give it a 5\/10.. Everything about this is lame. Fun to play for five minutes. Paintball simulator 2001.. Surpringly
challenging game. I was extremely frustrated playing most of it, but eventually finished it.. quot;How will I know if I've done
it?"

That's a good question. I mean, done what? Through the very abstract style of this game, I have no idea of what the game is
actually about. Don't worry, that doesn't mean I didn't enjoy playing this game, I very much did. A quite serene and unique
puzzle experience, can certainly tell you that I haven't, and you won't, experience something like it before. And I can't stop
recommending it either.

And kids, those things you pick up throughout the game, those are called "cassette tapes", they were used to listen to music,
much like CDs and mp3 files. Just to clear up the confusion! ;). I thought the game was decent, but like many other games it
simply doesn't offer enough to justify being on Steam in the first place.

Without spoiling the game, it's basically a collection of five minigames with some walking segments in-between that takes under
half an hour to complete. My time played is only longer because I accidentally closed out of it.

You would be just as well off loading up five different flashgames in a row on armorgames, and truly that's where this game
should be.

Good Music, Decent Humor, not much else to say outside of that.. i used to play tanks

until i got worms. This is one of my favorite game series. I've waited a long time for the third installment and I must say it does
not dissapoint. This is an excellent rpg / hidden object / point and click.
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